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Abstract
Social network is a collection of people generally called ‘actors’ who are connected to each other based on some

association criteria like a friend, follow, co-authorship, co-workers, etc. Interaction networks are the generalization of

social networks. In recent developments of data sciences, analytics has applications in every significant area such as

economy, general elections, epidemics, terrorism detection, clustering, marketing, etc. All of these areas require interaction

data of various entities. Though the social network is a significant reservoir for such data, it covers only one segment of the

information. A right amount of information is available on the web, but it is not useful for analytics in its raw form. This

paper presents a framework that collects information from www using a parameterized crawler and prepares the social

network-like structure of web pages, called interaction network. The interaction network prepared is similar to any

traditional social network in every aspect. The web pages are selected based on contexts of the URLs found in the nearby

vicinity of URLs, decided by predefined parameters. The proposed crawler is tested over several topics covering thousands

of pages. More than 50 percent harvest rate is achieved by the proposed crawler. Properties of the interaction network such

as degree distribution, clustering coefficient, modularity, distribution of communities, diameter and page rank have been

investigated to establish the fact that it behaves like any traditional social network. The idea of preparing interaction

network is extendible to the field of newage technologies like IoT, big data, deepweb, prediction models etc.

Keywords Focused crawler � Search engine � Social network � Social graph � IoT

1 Introduction

For better readability of the paper, Table 1 must be referred

for abbreviations.

The social network is the interconnection of socially

active individuals who are generally called actors. Social

networks provide a platform where people can connect and

share ideas, thoughts, opinions, likes, and dislikes. People

are offered to maintain societal relationships among

themselves on social networks. The interaction network is a

network of entities that can be connected by the fact that

they have some information in common. For instance,

consider a social network, in which two users are consid-

ered having a connection between them if they are friends

to each other or one of them is following the other. Users

on social networks make connections if they have some

common attributes such as common workplace, similar

political view, same study place, common interests in

sports or music, etc. Social graphs obtained from promi-

nent social networks are used for many social studies such
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as terrorism detection, monitoring epidemics, exit polls,

etc. [1].

Social networks provide an open platform to analyze

and understand the behavior of real-world entities, their

interaction patterns and propagation of information. The

explosive growth of Online Social Networks (OSNs) has

assured the possibility of prominent outcomes of social

network analysis. Social networks can be referred to as

trivial interaction networks because they provide a plat-

form for people to connect with each other for social

activities like sharing information, photo, video, and feel-

ings. The purpose of creating a social network was not to

market analysis or any other analytical processing. Later

the information and knowledge available on social net-

works made it extremely useful for applications related to

various fields of analytical research. Interaction networks

can be constructed with a similar phenomenon for non-

trivial domains also. For example, there are many websites

that can be put in one category based on some criteria

which are similar such as the content they are showing, the

technology on which the websites are developed, etc. Web

pages are considered as vertices, and if two webpages have

common information (showing similar content/using the

same technology), an undirected edge can be put between

them or if one page contains hyperlinks to other pages then

directed edges can be put among them [2, 3]. The inter-

connected network of web pages is called a web graph. The

web graph created in this manner is an interaction network

of web pages which is similar to the social graph obtained

from any social network. This interaction network of web

pages can be used for many purposes such as clustering the

web pages and identifying a particular category of websites

such as pornographic websites or websites spreading

fanatic ideas or the recent technologies being used by the

sites.

The idea can be elaborated with the following example.

For instance, consider video games for computers and

mobile phones. Information can be created for games based

on genre. Games based on similar genres or having the

same features can be connected. Christopher John Kneifer

[4] discussed the psychological effect of violent games on

the brains of kids. The interaction network of games can be

used to make conclusions based on the centrality of games,

degree distribution, and communities formed in the inter-

action network of games. For instance, suppose a particular

game G1 has a feature which is the root cause of a par-

ticular psychological disorder, then other games that fall in

the same community in which G1 falls must also be

scrutinized as a precautionary major. This can be done by

applying community detection techniques, which are part

of social network analysis, on the interaction network of

games.

Crawling the social web has always been one of the

significant options to gather data for social studies. The

data on social websites are directly usable for social

research because of its structural properties. As the actors

are connected, they have capabilities to influence others or

get influenced by others. This makes social networks to be

the centre of attraction for several application areas. In

recent developments of data sciences, analytics has appli-

cations in every significant area such as economy, general

elections, epidemics, terrorism detection, clustering, mar-

keting, etc. Normal web crawler crawls through URLs and

gathers contents of the web pages in the repository. This

content is generally used for indexing the web pages for

retrieval against a search item, but it does not have the

structure required for social studies. One step further to this

process can be to form an interaction network of the web

pages and the content they contain.

The objective of the paper can be summed up in the

following points:

(1) To present basic discrimination in the process of

crawling of normal web and crawling of the social

web.

(2) To develop a focused web crawler, which produces

an interaction network of web pages as an outcome.

(3) To establish the fact that the interaction network

prepared contains structural characteristics similar to

any traditional social network.

(4) To establish the fact that the interaction network

prepared can be treated as any traditional social

network. All social network analysis tools and

techniques are directly applicable to the interaction

network prepared in this paper.

Table 1 List of abbreviations

SNA Social network analysis

OSN Online social network

WWW World wide web

URL Uniform resource locator

IP Internet protocol

TINB Topical interaction network builder

ASTRO-PH Astro-physicist

COND-MAT Condensed matter

HEP-TH High energy physics theory

GF-QC General relativity and quantum cosmology

ODP Open directory project

RDF Resource description framework

DMOZ directory.mozila.org

OT Online tutorial
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(5) To present the idea of preparing an interaction

network developed in this paper as extendable for

other non-social domains (profiling of entities).

Section 2 briefly explains the interaction networks pre-

pared from various non-social domains in the past and the

significant topical crawling paradigms. Section 3 compares

crawling paradigms, i.e. crawling the social web and

crawling the normal web. Section 4 discusses the proposed

methodology. It includes the idea of a parameterized

crawler, the realization of regular webpages as actors of

social network and an abstract view of the architecture of

the proposed crawler, TINB (Topical Interaction Network

Builder). Section 5 thoroughly discusses the implementa-

tion specifications and experimental results obtained. Sec-

tion 6 concludes the paper with future scope.

2 Related work

Social networks are extensively popular for analytical

research. Along with conventional social networks,

researchers have tried to prepare social networks from

unconventional domains. For instance, a citation network

has been prepared in [5], which covers papers from 1993 to

2003. If a paper i cited a paper j, then there is a directed edge

from i to j. A similar network of authors collaborating in the

field of astrophysics ASTRO-PH, condensed matter COND-

MAT, general relativity GR-QC, high energy physics theory

HEP-TH have been prepared in [6]. A collaboration network

of authors in the DBLP database is maintained in terms of

ground truth communities [7]. Communities include authors

collaborating on the same topic. A community having less

than 3 nodes is removed. Another unconventional social

network of individuals is LiveJournal [8], where individual

members can maintain journals, blogs and can socialize with

other authors or members. An interaction network is pre-

pared that includes a network of e-mail conversations in [8].

A similar network has been prepared from comments of

Wikipedia in [9] where an edge from node i to node j rep-

resents that user i have at least edited the comment page of j.

Another network from Wikipedia is a network of rfa (request

for admin) [9], where the edge (i, j) represents that i has voted

for j. For market research purposes, a network [10] of items

that are bought together on Amazon has been prepared. A

temporal network of interactions on idea exchange website

‘Stack Overflow’ has been prepared in [11]. Based on the

format of questions asked and comments three kinds of

interactions have been considered in this network. A web

graph of web pages from berkely.edu and Stanford.eduis

prepared in [7]. The network is directed, and edges represent

hyperlinks. A who-trust-whom network of individuals

involved in BitCoin transactions is prepared in [12]. The

users are allowed to rate others on the scale of - 10 to ? 10.

The edges are weighted with the accumulated scores. This is

the first weighted interaction network. A hyperlink network

is prepared from Reddit in [13], where the edges represent a

directed connection between two communities (subreddits).

CollegeMsg [14] is a temporal interaction network of users

sending private messages to each other. The edge (u, v, t)

means that user u had sent a message to user v at time t. An

interaction network of images is prepared in [15] which is

based on the metadata of images available on Flickr.com.

Edges between images represent the same location, posted in

the same group, gallery of the set, or images are having

similar tags, etc. A review network of wines [16] from the

cellar tracker is prepared which includes user reviews of the

wine. A face to face interaction network is prepared in [17] of

the people playing the game Resistance. If an individual

speaks while looking at individual v then the edge (u, v) is

weighted with the probability of participation of u while

looking at v. In [18] a network of online news documents of

blog pages sharing memes or a quotation frequently is pre-

pared. If two documents share a common meme they are

connected by an edge. It enables the monitoring of news

documents of blog pages that share a particular meme.

Since the web has gained popularity, researchers started

exploring different ways to gather information from web

pages which are later used for indexing the web pages and

aiding the search engines. Focused crawling is one of the

most popular approaches to do this. Researchers started

grilling on link contexts in web pages. Link contexts are

used for topical crawling, classification of pages and search

engines. Anchor text is used by McBryan [19] for indexing

the URLs at www worm.com.

Similarly, in Google Search Engine [20], anchor text is

used to index pages [21]. Craswel et al. [22] proved the

effectiveness of anchor text for making the web pages for a

search engine solely based on pages indexed by link con-

texts. The topical locality of the web is tested by Davison

[23]. Web pages contain hyperlinks to the pages with a

similar context.

Topical crawlers generally rely on the context of

hyperlinks. Topical crawling works in [ [24], [25] ] are

influential link context works. Iwazume et al. [26] used

ontology along with anchor text. To guide topical crawlers,

various heuristics are also used. Topical crawling works

[27–29] have used standard information retrieval tech-

niques such as cosine similarity to queries, profiles or on

topic examples.

Bedi et al. [30] proposed a multithreaded semantic

focused crawler (SFC) which utilizes domain ontology to

specify the topic and decide seed URLs. Dong and Hussain

[31] also made use of semantic focused crawling and

ontological learning by designing an unsupervised frame-

work for vocabulary based ontology learning and designed
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a hybrid algorithm for matching semantically relevant

topics. Du et al. [32] designed a seed URL selection

approach based on user interests ontology is used to expand

topic queries. Yang [33] used an ontology supported

website model which provides a solution to an information

agent, i.e. ontology supported information shell.

The idea of interaction networks directly fits into the

newage technological field, Internet of Things (IoT). The

reason is the structure of network in IoT applications. Some

of the significant applications developed using IoT are as

follows: In [34], Turjman has proposed a mobile IoT based

model for secure data delivery. The framework uses highly

dynamic topologies to save the energy consumption.

A Canonical Particle Swarm (CPS) optimised data delivery

system has been proposed in [35]. This framework targets

multimedia data in the form of images and videos. It is an

industry oriented IoT framework. An approach based on

integration of Markovian process and IEEE 802.16 to

improve connectivity of vehicles to roadside units has been

proposed in [36]. The framework succesfully minimizes

communication delay and error rates and improves

throughput and QoS. A thourough study of how IoT

enables smart and efficient parking systems in highly

populated cities has been presented in [37]. The different

techniques proposed in literature have been compared on

parameters like sensors, communication protocols, soft-

ware systems, security and privcacy, interoperability etc. In

[38], Ullah et al. have proposed an android clone detection

system for IoT devices. In all of the above applications of

IoT, an interaction network of IoT devices can be created

and SNA techniques can be directly applied on them.

There are several instances of preparing interaction

networks from/for non-social domains to achieve various

research or analytical objectives as discussed earlier in this

section. Almost every interaction network is prepared from

specific domain activities. In the case of the normal web,

the domain is not limited to a specific topic or activity. The

limitation of work done so far is that the social represen-

tation of non-social domains is done in a very restricted

domain which is already focused. In this work, the target

space is the World Wide Web, which covers every domain

possible. The preparation of the interaction network is

made focused on a specific topic by considering only topic-

specific web pages while ignoring the irrelevant web pages.

3 Crawling social web vs crawling normal
web

The web crawler is a program that autonomously visits web

pages through hyperlinks available on the web pages and

collects information available on the web pages in terms of

text, images, videos and contextual information. In a way,

the basic crawlers which work on normal web can be called

conventional crawlers as the social web came into exis-

tence in the recent past. Furthermore, for the social web,

the conventional crawler requires an ample amount of

changes to handle structural differences of the social web.

The conventional crawler is a program that starts from a

seed and proceeds further with the help of links present at

the seed. A social web crawler is similar to a conventional

crawler that starts with a particular user which is a seed

node for the crawler. Then it explores its friend list and

finds more nodes to be crawled further. The crawler for the

normal web starts with a seed URL. It collects all the

information present at this seed URL page and extracts

URLs from this content. These new URLs found at the

current crawled page are added to the to-be-crawled-next

list (URL frontier) of the crawler as shown in Fig. 1.

Both the above crawling strategies are the same in terms

of basic concept but different at implementation level

because a regular web page and a page of the social net-

work have different structures and different content to be

crawled. In the case of the normal web, all the content

present at the page is downloaded, and the content is used

for indexing the web pages. In social web page, the content

lies inside different categories, e.g. the friend list of the

user containing new users for the crawler to be crawled

further, general information of the user like hometown,

study place, workplace, etc., the content posted by the user,

the pages/groups/communities liked or joined by the user,

etc. The crawler may be interested in one or many of such

categories.

Another difference between normal web crawlers and

social web crawlers is the protection/security checks the

crawler has to deal with. Normal web crawlers do not face

much resistance because there are not many options

available to block a crawler on a web site. One way to

block a crawler on a website is protecting the website by a

password. Deep webs [39, 40], where the content is hidden

behind a form, are also hard to crawl. Another way is

blocking IP addresses of every crawler provided that IP

addresses of every crawler are known (which may or may

not be a big deal). On the other hand, social web crawlers

face bigger challenges such as almost every social web is

password protected. Crawler requires a valid user name and

password to enter into the social web. Moreover, the users

on social sites get security features like hiding their friend

lists, making their posts private; hiding the

pages/groups/communities they have joined, hiding the

personal information, protecting their profile pictures, etc.

A well-protected user is a dead-end for the social web

crawler. Architectures of normal web crawling and social

web crawling are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. In [41], Srivas-

tava et al. proposed an unbiased crawler for social

networks.
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4 Proposed work: parameterised crawler
for normal web

A normal web crawler starts with a seed URL. It visits the

web page of the seed URL and extracts all the URLs

present at this page for further crawling. Instead of adding

every URL found at the parent page to the frontier, the

crawler selects only those URLs which satisfy a certain set

of parameters.

Predefined parameters are used to create a boolean

expression. Boolean expression is the definition of the

crawler’s focus. The keywords related to the focus of the

crawler with their positive or negative orientations are used

as truth values in the expression. These truth values are

ANDed and ORed to create an appropriate definition of the

focus of the crawler. Every URL is tested with this

expression, and only those URLs whose contexts satisfy

the expression are visited by the crawler.

The context of a link in the text present around the links

on the web page [24, 25]. One of the early attempts con-

fines the context to the anchor text only [26], i.e. the URL

and the text used within the anchor tag are considered as

context for the URL. As shown in Fig. 3, the text was

written between anchor tag (Click for best anchor tag

Page

Crawling

www

Crawling 
Process Repository

URLs

URL Frontier

Fig. 1 Normal web crawling

architecture

Sampled Nodes
Crawling

Nodes to be visited

N
ew

 N
odes

Crawling 
Process

_  _  _  _

Login();

Repository

Fig. 2 Social web crawling

architecture
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example.) and the link (https://www.demoanchortag.com)

is considered as context for URL. Only this information is

tokenized to generate keywords, which are passed into the

Boolean expression for determining the focus.

Another developed approach used anchor text and some

the text in its vicinity (or text window) [27] as a context for

the URL. A text window is selected and captured within

which the target URL lies. As shown in Fig. 4, the text

coming in the vicinity of the window is considered as

context for the URL.

The text in the vicinity of the text window is now

considered as context for the URL. It is processed as

follows:

1. This text window is parsed and tokenized to find

significant keywords. The text may contain several

insignificant words such as ‘is,’ ‘the,’ ‘a,’ ‘an,’ ‘on,’

‘to’ etc. It may also contain adjectives and adverbs,

which are insignificant to determine the focus area.

Such tokens are ignored during the identification of

keywords.

2. Every other URL in this text window is ignored. Only

the target URL and other text are considered. The

other URLs are treated independently when they are

about to be visited by TINB.

3. The keywords obtained in the text window are catego-

rized in different categories corresponding to the

Boolean expression; it has to satisfy. The Boolean

expression defines the focus area of TINB. The boolean

expression contains contextual information of the focus

area defined in terms of keywords. If similar keywords

are discovered around the target URL then this URL is

related to the focus area. The keywords obtained from

parsing are then tested against the Boolean expression.

Attributes in the Boolean expression are defined next.

4. The expression has attributes like domain_of_URL,

key_in_URL, Key_in_left_of_URL, Key_in_right_o-

f_URL and Key_in_anchor.

5. Attribute domain_of_URL maps target domains of the

URLs. Mostly the domain of the URL is informative to

the topic to which the web site is related. For instance,

domain.ac.in is generally used for university web sites.

Therefore the domain of the URL is considered as one

of the significant attributes.

6. Attribute key_in_URL attribute identifies the URL

against the focused area. For instance, if our focus

area is ‘Travel’ then keywords like outing, journey,

hotel, bus, train, etc. in URL imply a higher probability

of such URLs being related to our focused area.

7. The text window is captured around the URL. Text

appearing to the left of the URL is called the left

context of the URL and the text appearing to the right

of the URL is called the right context of the URL.

8. In various situations, the relevance of the URL may be

more affected by the left context or may be more

affected by the right context of the URL. It depends on

the focus area and the web page. Therefore, if it is not

sure that which of the left or right context has more

effect on the relevance of the URL, both should be

given the same importance.

9. Attribute key_in_anchor contains only those keywords

which are within the anchor tag. This is sometimes as

relevant as the key_in_URL keywords, or sometimes it

may contain some more trivial text like ‘click here’ etc.

The focus area for the crawler is defined in terms of the

values of these attributes. The values of attributes can be

predefined as per the focus area. An expression is generated

with these attributes, their predefined parameters and log-

ical operators (AND, OR, NOT). The expression is gen-

erated in a fully disjunctive normal form (OR of ANDs),

which means that each attribute appears in every con-

junction of the expression. A prototype of the expression is

shown in Eq. 1.

<a href=”https://www.demoanchortag.com”>Click for best anchor tag example.</a>
Fig. 3 Anchor tag example

domain of URL ¼0 :ac:in0 AND key in URL ¼0 university0 ANDKey in left of URLðð
¼0 academic0 ANDKey in right of URL ¼0 academic0 ANDKey in anchor ¼0 academic0Þ
OR domain of URL ¼0 :edu:in0 AND key in URL ¼0 university0 ANDKey in left of URLð
¼0 academic0 ANDKey in right of URL ¼0 academic0 ANDKey in anchor ¼0 academic0ÞOR. . .Þ

ð1Þ
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P uð Þ ¼ Number of conjunctions satisfied by u

Total number of conjunctions
ð2Þ

Every URL extracted from web pages has its own set of

keywords for each attribute of the expression. These key-

words for the attributes are tested against every conjunction

of the expression. The URL is assigned a score based on

the number of conjunctions satisfied by the URL. The score

portrays the probability of the target URL is relevant to the

focus area. Relevance probability of a URL u is defined as

shown in Eq. 2.

A threshold value can be set for the acceptance of the

probability. Any URL having relevance probability equal

to or greater than the threshold value is considered relevant

and it is added to the URL frontier to be crawled further.

The threshold for relevance probability depends on the

focus area and availability of web pages in that focus area.

The strategy for focused crawling has been devised in

this section which will be used by TINB during crawling

and building interaction networks. The purpose of TINB is

not just to crawl www and collect data in datasets, but

TINB is dedicated to convert this data into a social network

of web pages. This social network of web pages is called

the interaction network of web pages which is in all respect

similar to any traditional social network. This implies that

every web page in the interaction network is the same as a

user in a traditional social network. The interaction net-

work must be exactly similar to any traditional social

network so that all SNA techniques apply to the interaction

network without any modification. To achieve this, every

web page is treated as a user, and it is given a profile as a

user of the social network. This is called the profiling of

web pages, which is explained in the next section.

4.1 Realising normal web as social web (profiling
the URLs)

In any trivial social network, the users or actors have a

general profile. The profile contains the basic information

of that user as attributes of the user such as the home town,

study place, workplace, interests, political orientation, etc.

The users have ties between them which are realized as

directed or undirected edges depending upon the kind of

associations.

For instance, if the user i is a friend of user j then edge

(i, j) is undirected because friendship is a bidirectional

relationship. On the other hand, if the user i follows j, it is

not necessary that j also follows i and hence edge (i, j) is

undirected. Associations among users are highly affected

by the attributes of the users. It has been already discussed

how values of these attributes motivate interactive associ-

ation among users. All SNA techniques make use of this

profile oriented structure of the social network. SNA

techniques use associations among users and their profile

information for attribute values to derive conclusions.

The interaction network prepared from the non-social

domain must also have the same structure if SNA tech-

niques are to be applied to that. The interaction network

prepared from WWW shall be eligible for SNA techniques

to be applied to it without any modification in the

Fig. 4 Text window example
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technique only if the interaction network has the same

structure as does by any traditional social network.

Therefore, in the realization of the normal web as a social

network, URLs are portrayed as users. Each URL has its

profile. URL profile contains general information of the

URL in the form of its attributes such as domain_of_URL,

key_in_URL, Key_in_left_of_URL, Key_in_right_of_URL

and Key_in_anchor. Figure 5 shows a prototype of the

interaction network of the normal web.

The interaction network of the normal web contains the

exact same structure of associations as well as profile ori-

ented arrangement of URLs. Every SNA technique can be

applied to this interaction network without any modifica-

tion in the technique. This step is called the profiling of

URLs. In the next section complete architecture of the

TINB crawler has been explained in detail.

4.2 Architecture of topical interaction network
builder (TINB)

As shown in Fig. 6, TINB is a multithreaded four-layered

crawler. TINB is designed to be multithreaded to achieve

distributed computing. Each thread has a sequence of four

layers namely, the Fetch layer, Processing Layer, Filter

Layer, Processing Layer, and Representation Layer.

Every layer has a specific task to complete. The func-

tioning of layers is as follows:

(A) Fetch Layer

The lowest layer is the Fetch layer. It is responsible for

establishing the connection with the internet. URL frontier

contains the URLs to be fetched further with their rele-

vance probability (Eq. 3). Redundancy has been handled,

and the URL frontier contains non-redundant URLs only.

Initially, seed URLs are stored in the URL frontier. URL

frontier is maintained by the Filter layer. URL frontier is a

shared resource. It is shared among threads. Fetch layer

selects a URL from the frontier which has the highest

relevance probability. The relevance is the measurement of

the relevance of the URL to the topic of focus. The fetched

page is stored in a temporary repository for further

processing.

(B) Processing Layer

Processing layer is the most responsible layer, and it

performs the following tasks:

1. It parses the complete web page and identifies URLs on

the page. These URLs are extracted from the page.

2. The extracted URLs are checked for redundancy.

Already visited URLs are discarded.

3. The text window is captured around the new URLs

found on the page.

4. The text window of every URL is parsed and tokenized.

5. The tokens are processed to eliminate unnecessary

tokens. Stemming is performed on tokens to get the

tokens in their root words, e.g.that ‘likes’ and ‘liked’

are converted into the root word ‘like’. Significant
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domain_of_URL
key_in_URL
Key_in_left_of_URL
Key_in_right_of_URL
Key_in_anchor

URL
(http://...)
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Key_in_right_of_URL
Key_in_anchor
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(http://...)
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Key_in_right_of_URL
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Fig. 5 Prototype of interaction network of normal web with URL profiling
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tokens are designated to corresponding contexts of the

URL.

6. The profile of each URL is prepared. The URL profile

contains attributes domain_of_URL, key_in_URL,

Key_in_left_of_URL, Key_in_right_of_URL and

Key_in_anchor. The tokens found in the text window

are filled as values to these attributes. The association

information is also maintained in the form of an

adjacency list. This adjacency list is considered

temporary because the URL profiles prepared in this

layer will be evaluated for their relevance in the next

layer, i.e. Filter layer. The URLs which are discarded

in the Filter layer will not be part of the interaction

network, and therefore their associations with other

URLs will also be discarded. The prepared URL

profiles are stored in a profile repository, URL Profiles.

(C) Filter Layer

URL profiles prepared by the Processing layer are input

to the filter layer. The filter layer is responsible for the

quantification of the relevance of URLs to the focus topic.

It performs the following tasks:

1. This layer takes predefined parameters for the

attributes and the expression defined over attributes.

The Boolean expression is the definition of the focus

topic. It is defined in terms of predefined values of

attributes of URLs. The attributes and their predefined

values are used to construct a Boolean expression. The

expression has several conjunctions of attributes that

are to be satisfied by the URL.

2. Each URL profile has values corresponding to its

attributes in the form of contexts of URL. The values in

attributes of URL and definition of focus area (Boolean

expression) are matched.

3. Each URL is assigned a score called relevance

probability-based on the number of conjunctions

satisfied by the URL (Eq. 3).

4. The filter layer discards every URL having relevance

probability below a threshold value.

5. A threshold can be set for filtering out the URLs which

seem to be irrelevant to the focus area before

promoting them to the next layer.

6. The URLs which survive the filtering process are added

to the URL frontier.

- - -
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U
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Input_Parameters
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Representation 
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Processing Layer
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Representation 
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Fig. 6 Multithreaded high-level model of crawling architecture
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(D) Representation Layer

The representation layer is responsible for realizing the

network of the normal web as a social web. This network is

similar to any other interaction network. It performs the

following tasks:

1. It takes filtered URL profiles and from the filter layer

and the temporary adjacency list prepared by the

Processing layer.

2. The nodes which have been rejected by the Filter layer

are removed from the adjacency list.

3. Remaining associations are appended into a central

data set of the interaction network.

4. In the central dataset, the associations are maintained

as an edge list.

5. URLs with their profiles are users of the interaction

network.

The above architecture of TINB successfully crawls

WWW and prepares a focussed interaction network. The

interaction network is similar to any other traditional social

network, and hence any SNA technique is directly appli-

cable to it.

5 Experiments and results

TINB is tested over several topics fetching thousands of

pages. The exact statistics of the results have been given

case wise in further text along with other outcomes. The

topics are picked from the Open Directory Project (ODP).1

ODP is a directory where URLs are maintained category

wise. The directory is maintained manually, hence unbi-

ased. The data fetched from ODP is in the RDF format. The

current work advocates the use of the data and URLs in this

format to initialize parameters for the focused crawl. Few

topics are arbitrarily decided by defining the parameters

and few known seeds. The crawler produces a collection of

pages fetched from WWW. Every page crawled by the

crawler is part of the interaction network. The performance

of the crawler is determined by two objectives of the

crawler.

• Does the crawler maintain the focussed direction of the

crawl?

The pages need to be evaluated in terms of their

relevance to the focus area.

• Does the crawler produce a real-world network of web

pages?

The objective of the TINB is to prepare an interac-

tion network of web pages which is similar to any

trivial social network and keep that network as focused

as possible.

To test the performance TINB, following performance

metrics are identified from the literature [25]:

(A) Harvest Rate

Harvest rate measures the fraction of the crawled pages

which are relevant to the topic of focus. Any manual

judgment of relevance is not feasibly possible to conduct

on millions of pages. Suppose the crawler collects t pages

during the crawl, harvest rate is defined as Eq. 3:

h ¼ 1

t

Xt

i¼1

PðuiÞ ð3Þ

where P(ui) denotes relevance probability of ith page rep-

resented by URL ui. Relevance probability ranges from 0 to

1. 0 means the page is completely irrelevant to the focus

area, and one means the page satisfies every parameter of

the focus area.

Figure 7 shows the harvest rate of crawls done on topics

picked from the Open Directory Project (ODP) and topics

configured manually. Almost 50% harvest rate is main-

tained by the crawler in crawls for topics selected from

ODP, and a 60% harvest rate is maintained in case of topics

set manually. As the web pages have several common

hyperlinks on each page and much-repeated text around

hyperlinks 50–60% harvest rate is significantly a good

outcome.

(B) Degree Distribution

The degree of the vertex in a network is the number of

edges incident on it. Let us define Pk be the fraction of

nodes having degree k. In other words, it can be said as, Pk

is the probability of any vertex chosen randomly which has

degree k. A plot of Pk for any network gives the distribu-

tion of degree. For any random network, the degree dis-

tribution follows binomial or poison distributions [42–44].

But the real-world networks are unlikely to show their

degree distribution as Random networks. The degrees of

vertices in real-world networks are highly skewed towards

the right. There are two ways to plot degree distribution.

One is to construct a histogram with exponentially growing

bin sizes (e.g. 1, 2–3, 4–7, 8–15…). In this scheme, the

histogram is plotted on the logarithmic scale and the width

of each bin remains constant. Another way is to plot the

cumulative distribution of degrees represented by follow-

ing Eq. 4.

Pk ¼
X

k
0 � k

P
k
0 ð4Þ

where Pk is the probability of a node of degree greater than

or equal to k. This method represents all the data whereas1 https://dmoz-odp.org.
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in binning, any difference between the values of data points

is lost if they fall into the same bin. Social networks are

also real-world networks, and they also showcase the same

degree distribution. Degree distribution of every real-world

network follows the power law of degree distribution

defined as Eq. 5.

Pk a k�a ð5Þ

Pk is the probability of a node having degree k and a is

some constant(value of alpha depends on density and size

of social network). Networks with power-law degree dis-

tribution are referred to as scale-free networks [45]. It

specifies that the nodes with a higher degree in the network

will be in less and nodes with a low degree will be more in

number. The value of alpha depends on the density and size

of the social network. Figure 8 shows the degree distribu-

tion of various interaction networks prepared by the

crawler. All distributions are right-skewed and follow a

power law of degree distribution.

Here, results of four crawls for topics selected from

ODP and results of two crawls for topics configured

manually are visualized using Gephi. Figures eight and

Figs. 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20 show

visualization of these interaction networks and structural

analytical outcomes. The visualization represents the

Fig. 7 Average harvest rate. The vertical axis shows the average relevance probability. a Topics picked from open directory project, b focus area

is banking, c focus area is an online tutorial
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interconnection of the nodes graphically. The nodes rep-

resent a certain web page (URL profile), and edges repre-

sent the connection between these web pages. In all

visualizations, one of several metrics of social graphs is

highlighted with the help of color coding or the size of the

nodes.

Figure 9 represents the interaction network prepared for

the topic selected from the DMOZ directory. The topic of

focus for this network is ‘Travel.’ Seed URLs are picked

from the DMOZ directory. The network contains 20303

nodes. The average path length is 2.75 and the diameter of

the network is 6. This network contains 70 communities

with modularity 0.906 [46]. Figure 10 shows distribution

of communities in the network. The average Clustering

Coefficient is 0.017. Figure 8 shows degree distribution in

the network, which follows the power law of degree

distribution.

Figure 11 represents the interaction network prepared

for the topic selected from the DMOZ directory. The topic

of focus for this network is ‘Computer Science
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Fig. 8 Degree distribution for

six different networks. The

y-axis is vertex degree k and

x-axis is a number of vertices

having a degree greater than or

equal to k. Z-axis represents six

different interaction networks as

follows: first four networks of

topics picked from Open

Directory Project, Network of

topic: Banking and Network of

topic: Online Tutorial
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Engineering.’ Seed URLs are picked from the DMOZ

directory. The network contains 10039 nodes. The average

path length is 2.17 and the diameter of the network is 5.

This network contains 60 communities with modularity

0.870. Figure 12 shows distribution of communities in the

network. The average Clustering Coefficient is 0.019.

Figure 8 shows degree distribution in the network, which

follows the power law of degree distribution.

Figure 13 represents the interaction network prepared

for the topic selected from the DMOZ directory. The topic

of focus for this network is ‘Photography, Food, Health.’

Seed URLs are picked from the DMOZ directory. The

network contains 10014 nodes. The average path length is

2.14 and the diameter of the network is 5. This network

contains 42 communities with modularity 0.899. Figure 14

shows distribution of communities in the network. The

average Clustering Coefficient is 0.022. Figure 8 shows

degree distribution in the network which follows power law

of degree distribution.

Figure 15 represents the interaction network prepared

for the topic selected from the DMOZ directory. The topic

of focus for this network is ‘Breaking News, Current

News.’ Seed URLs are picked from the DMOZ directory.

The network contains 8427 nodes. The average path length

is 2.81 and the diameter of the network is 5. This network

contains 38 communities with modularity 0.880. Figure 16

shows the distribution of communities in the network. The

average Clustering Coefficient is 0.004. Figure 8 shows

Fig. 10 Distributions of

communities in DMOZ dataset-

1

Fig. 11 DMOZ dataset-2

visualization
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degree distribution in the network which follows the power

law of degree distribution.

Figure 17 represents the interaction network prepared

for the topic ‘Banking.’ Seed URLs are fed manually. The

network contains 28945 nodes. The average path length is

2.04 and the diameter of the distribution of communities in

the network. The average Clustering Coefficient is 0.044.

Figure 8 shows degree distribution in the network which

follows power law of degree distribution in-network is 4.

This network contains 16066 communities with modularity

0.513. Figure 18 shows distribution of communities in the

network. The average Clustering Coefficient is 0.044.

Figure 8 shows degree distribution in the network which

follows the power law of degree distribution.

Figure 19 represents the interaction network prepared

for the topic ‘Online Tutorial.’ Seed URLs are fed

Fig. 12 Distributions of

communities in DMOZ dataset-

2

Fig. 13 DMOZ dataset-3

visualization
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manually. The network contains 24278 nodes.The average

Clustering Coefficient is 0.005 [20]. Figure 20 shows dis-

tribution of page rank in the network [21]. Figure 8 shows

degree distribution in the network which follows the power

law of degree distribution.

The above discussion establishes the fact that the

interaction networks prepared by TINB for various topics

of focus have structural properties exactly similar to any

traditional social network. Various structural analytical

procedures have been applied, and promising results are

achieved from the interaction networks. Therefore, it can

be concluded that the interaction networks prepared by

TINB are suitable for any social network analysis proce-

dure to be applied for social research.

6 Conclusion

Crawling a normal web and crawling a social web are two

different paradigms yet having several similarities. Tech-

niques for contextually focused crawling, available for

normal web, have been efficiently used with little domain-

Fig. 14 Distributions of

communities in DMOZ dataset-

3

Fig. 15 DMOZ dataset-4

visualization
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Fig. 16 Distributions of

communities in DMOZ dataset-

4

Fig. 17 Banking dataset

visualization

Fig. 18 Distributions of

communities in banking dataset
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specific modification. The focused crawler TINB uses

parameters based on the contextual information of the

URLs to prepare an interaction network of web pages

corresponding to a specific topic. This framework is tested

for several topics by crawling thousands of pages for each

topic. To give the structure of the social network to the

network of the web pages, the URLs are treated as actors of

the network with the proper profile. The attributes of the

profile are parameters based on which further analytical

procedures can be applied to the prepared interaction

network like any other traditional social network. The

performance metrics of the crawler are harvest rate, which

testifies the efficiency of focused crawling and degree

distribution. It also validates the scale-free structure of the

prepared interaction network. The results of the experi-

ments establish both objectives identified in the proposed

work. Several other analytical experiments are performed

on the prepared interaction networks to prove its applica-

bility for social research and analytics. Every interaction

network prepared by this framework contains more than

Fig. 19 Online tutorial dataset

visualization

Fig. 20 Distributions of page

rank online tutorial dataset
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10,000 pages (some contain more than 25,000 pages). The

prepared interaction networks are suitable for obtaining

structural characteristics of the networks concerned with

the analytics, such as clustering coefficient, modularity,

communities, degree distribution, diameter, page rank, etc.

In the future, a generic interaction network of the web

could be prepared in which the filtering of the pages can be

done at the time of visualization or analysis. Moreover, the

edges representing connections among web pages can be

given weights to depict the similarity extend between two

web pages. The proposed methodology seems aligned with

next-generation technologies and has great potential of

being applicable in fields like multimedia big data

[35, 47, 48], software testing [49], content-based prediction

and quality prediction [50, 51], etc.
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